. Tracking eye movements indeed improved pattern recognition in multislit viewing, but the question is whether it is always necessary. In the contribution of tracking eye movements was expected to be excluded, letter-identification performance was first experiment, two letters were presented for 320 ms through separate slit arrays. The moving directions of significantly better when the letters were moving than when they were stationary. the two letters were opposite each other [21] and unpredictable to the observer (Figure 1 ). The observer's task I also examined the effect of exposure duration (by changing the number of movie frames). The letter identiwas to report both of the letters while maintaining fixation at the display center. Figure 2A shows the percent fication performance was evaluated in terms of the threshold slit interval for which the proportion of correct of trials in which the observer could correctly report the two letters, as a function of slit separation. Although the trials was 50%. The larger threshold interval implies the better letter identification. The result ( Figure 2B ) indidomain. Two types of filtering are capable of extracting the original pattern signal and excluding the sampling cates that the letter movement improved the letter identification even when the exposure duration was less than noise. One is nondirection-selective filtering ( Figure 3E) . A low-pass filtering both in spatial and temporal fre-100 ms, which was obviously too brief for the observer to track the two letters moving in the opposite directions. quency domains can selectively extract low spatial-frequency components of the signal [35] . The other one These results strongly suggest that the spatiotemporal interpolation does not require the retinal painting by is direction-selective filtering of the signal components ( Figure 3F ). In the real space-time domain, this possibiltracking movements, at least in the case of multislit viewing.
ity implies the integration of pattern information over the trajectory of the pattern movement (motion-based pattern processing). These two possibilities can be disNumber of Samples tinguished on the basis of two features. One is the direcAnother factor that potentially improves the letter identition selectivity per se, and the other is the range of fication by pattern movements is an increase in the numspatial frequency components that can be recovered. ber of images differently sampled through the slits. It is The next two experiments examined the first point, and possible that critical features of some characters may the last experiment examined the second point. be visible only in particular sampling phases. To reduce the disadvantage of the stationary letter with regard to this aspect, all the experiments reported in this paper
Noise Masking
The direction specificity of multislit viewing was tested used a display in which each slit array contained 16 letters, all the same alphabet character at irregular posiby means of a masking technique. Interslit areas were filled with a random noise mask that coherently moved tions and orientations, to show at least some of the letters in their "good" sampling phases. Nevertheless, in the same direction as or the opposite direction to the letter movement ( Figure 4A ). The slits and the mask were the letter identification was greatly improved by letter movements, as described above. Additionally, when the not physically overlapped. The percent of correct trials was measured as a function of the noise contrast. If the same 64 frames (320 ms) of letter motion sequence were presented in a random order [34], the letter identification underlying mechanism of multislit viewing is not sensitive to motion direction, the masking effect on letter was not greatly improved as compared to the stationary condition ( Figure 2A, open cross) . This suggests that identification should remain the same regardless of the direction of noise motion relative to letter motion. The the increase in the number of samples is not sufficient as an explanation of multislit viewing. Further support results ( Figure 4B ), however, indicate that the masking effect (i.e., impairment of letter identification) was much for this conclusion was provided by the results of the following experiments.
larger for the mask moving in the same direction than that moving in the opposite direction. In the above experiment, the speed of the noise moveSpatiotemporal Structure of Multislit Display ment was matched with that of the letter movement. To For further discussion of the neural mechanisms underinvestigate the speed tuning of the masking effect, I lying multislit viewing, I should explain spatiotemporal measured the threshold slit interval while systematically structure of the multislit display, and a computational varying the speed of the noise masker. As shown in problem that the visual system has to solve. Figure 3A Figure 4C, for the noise moving in the opposite direction, shows a three-dimensional (3D) space-time illustration the masking effect was nearly the same as the stationary of a moving letter "A" presented without slits and its masker regardless of the noise speed. The masking efFourier spectrum. Since the letter is moving at a confect however was significantly increased for the noise stant speed, all the frequency components lie on a single moving in the same direction, with the strongest maskplane in the 3D Fourier space ( Figure 3B ) and on a single ing effect being observed at around the condition where line in a two-dimensional (2D) temporal frequency versus the speeds of the letter and noise were matched. The horizontal spatial frequency space. The plane/line pasresults thus suggest that the masking effect is broadly ses through the origin, and the slant is linearly related tuned to the stimulus speed. to the pattern speed. When the letter is shown through
The direction and speed selectivity of the masking slits ( Figure 3C ), a sampling aliasing noise is added to indicates that letter recognition in multislit viewing is the spectrum (Figure 3D ). The interval between the noise mediated by a mechanism that is sensitive to pattern and signal is inversely proportional to the interval of the motion, which integrates pattern signals moving in the slits. If the temporal change in the stimulus is not taken same direction (and at a similar speed) more than those into account, the aliasing noise makes it impossible to moving otherwise. moving in the opposite direction. Motion adaptation imspatial frequency that can be recovered. Specifically, as is evident in Figure 3E , given that the slit-sampling paired letter identification for the adapted direction, or improved letter identification for the opposite direction.
interval is w, the upper horizontal spatial frequency should be 1/2w, which corresponds to the Nyquist spaThese performance changes appear to correlate with the impairment of the motion perception in the adapted tial frequency of the slit sampling. In the case of direction-selective filtering, on the other hand, there is no direction and/or the facilitation of the motion perception in the nonadapted direction, for the conditions with large such theoretical limit ( Figure 3F ). Therefore, the recovery of the horizontal spatial-frequency components higher slit intervals. The direction-selective adaptation effect also indicates that the motion information plays a critical than the Nyquist frequency can be regarded as evidence that the underlying mechanism of multislit viewing is role in pattern perception in multislit viewing. direction selective, and more importantly, it indeed makes use of motion information for effective interpolaSpatial-Frequency Map The final experiment investigated the degree to which tion of moving spatial patterns. A variant of the psychophysical reverse-correlation pattern information is recovered in multislit viewing in terms of the range of spatial frequency and orientation.
technique was used to estimate the spatial-frequency map of the recovered pattern [39, 40] . In brief, I divided As noted above, if spatiotemporal interpolation in multislit viewing is mediated by nondirectional low-pass image components into numerous, small spatial-frequency subbands, presented various letter images while filtering, there is a theoretical upper limit of the signal randomly including or excluding each subband component ( Figures 6A-6C) , and measured the letter identification performance. The stimulus was presented without slits in a control condition and with slits in the main condition. The letter image was filtered before, not after, slit sampling. The contribution of each subband to letter identification, or impact factor, was estimated by the correlation of the presentation states of the subband with observer's judgments. The impact factor was expected to be positive if the observer was able to correctly perceive that subband and use the obtained information for the letter identification.
In the impact factor maps (correlograms of letter identification, Figure 6D ), the subbands showing positive factors (indicated by green) clustered at a relatively low spatial-frequency range. This is because of the use of fairly large fonts. Without slits ( Figure 6D, left) , the upper band of vertical spatial frequency was approximately two cycles/32Ј. This corresponded to 5.75 cycles/letter height, which was slightly higher than the reported best spatial-frequency band for letter recognition estimated by other methods (e.g., approximately three cycles/ character [45] ). In comparison with the no-slit condition, the green area further shrinks for the slit condition (interval ϭ 32Ј, Figure 6D , right). This means that the 28Ј, 26Ј, and 22Ј for S.N., H.K., M.H., and I.M., respectively) . Letter
The speed of letter movement (6.7Њ/s) is indicated by an arrow. The results indicate that the noise masking is broadly tuned to speed. identification was impaired more effectively when the noise moved 
Conclusion
In other experiments (e.g., Figure 2B ), the slit interval that gave
The present results suggest that the pattern informa- 
